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NEW QUESTION: 1
You have an Azure subscription.
You are planning data security for Azure resources.
You need to ensure that the data meets the following
requirements:
* Data in Azure SQL databases that is at rest, in transit, and
in use must be encrypted.
* The confidentiality of code on virtual machines must be
protected while the code is being processed.
Which feature should you use for each requirement? To answer,
select the appropriate options in the answer area.
NOTE:Each correct selection is worth one point.
Answer:
Explanation:
Explanation

NEW QUESTION: 2
Your customer has decided to configure two Cisco ACE Modules in
a high-availability solution. The customer has six contexts
configured and has decided to use the active-active model. How
many fault-tolerant groups will the customer require if it
splits its active contexts evenly between both Cisco ACE
Modules?
A. 0
B. 1
C. 2
D. 3
Answer: A
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